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Shaker Damage
      In the orchard when I see a scaffold dying or a tree dying I walk over to 
see what is wrong.  Most of the time the cause is shaker damage.  Lately I 
am involved in a couple of claims by growers against the company that did 
their shaking.  Their young  prime orchards have had there production 
future shortened and reduced thanks to carelessness on the part of the 
orchard shaking companies.   Over 75% of the trees were damaged in just 
one careless harvesting incident.  
      In the negotiations with the insurance company it was asserted that  
shaker damage of 1% of the trees every year is an industry standard. (Say 
your 1st harvest with a machine is on a 5 year old orchard.  At 1% damage 
by the time the orchard is 15 years old 10% of the trees would be 
damaged.)  I was shocked by this as well as every shaker operator that I 
talked with.  Obviously it is rare to have no damage but that is what the 
operators I talked with strive for.  And I see that in most orchards.
      It is asserted that there are 2 types of damage caused by improper 
shaking.  One is called barking in which the bark slips loose and separates 
from the tree.  The other type is called compression in which too much 
pressure is exerted by the pads on the tree which flattens and damages 
the vascular tissue of the tree.  Bark separation can result from this and 
often does.

     Now  it is obvious that any time the vascular tissue is damaged 
especially over a large area of the trunk, this puts stress on the tree.  
This damage and stress interferes with the trees ability to move 
moisture and nutrients between the roots and the above ground parts 
of the tree.  No one has studied this but it is assumed that some 
reduction in growth and production would occur.

     The initial damage is often made  worst by  the fungus Ceratocystis 
which becomes established in the wound.  Over time this grows to kill 
scaffolds and in many cases the tree.

     How to prevent Shaker Damage
1. Be there when the shaker starts.  And check up on 
them as the harvest goes on.
2.  Make sure they are not training a new operator 
on your orchard.
3.  Make sure they have maintained the machines, 
and have all the pads etc. required.  (One story I 
heard is that one company shook the orchard without 
pads on the clamps.)
4.  Quiz them on what they will do if they start to 
bark trees.  They should answer they will stop and 
try and figure out what is wrong.
5.  Request that they use Tree Seal or some other 
material to cover any damaged area.  Studies have 
found that this reduces Ceratocystis infections. 

NONPAREIL THE WORST?
     Most shaker damage is on Nonpareils.   
There are 3 thoughts on why this is.  One is 
that they are  not dried out enough despite 
2-3 weeks of drying.  UC Davis studies claim 
that moisture makes no difference.  (almost 
all shaker operators disagree.  Also it has 
been observed that there is more damage in 
flood blocks than drip or micro.)  
    The second is that the Nonpareil bark is 
more susceptible to slipping.  
     The third is that since this is the 1st to be 
shook the operators are still getting a feel 
for doing it right.
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Material Use PHI
almond

PHI
walnut

PHI
peach

Glyphosphates Herbicide 3 3 17
Gramoxone,Surflan Herbicide 0 0 14
Rely Herbicide 14 14 NR
Shark Herbicide 3 3 3
Goal, Galligan Herbicide 15 7 Feb. 15
Chateau Herbicide 60 NR NR
Acramite, Envidor Miticide 7 14 3
Omite Miticide 28 28 NR
Agri mek, Abba,etc. Miticide 21 21 NR
Kanemite Miticide 7 NR NR
Brigade, etc. Miticide

Insecticide
7 7 NR

Desperado Miticide 7 7 7
Oil (Helena Omni
is Organic)

Miticide 0 0 0

Trilogy Miticide 0 Husk split 0
Malathion Insecticide 0 0 NA
Imidan Insecticide 30 28 or

husk split
14

Asana Insecticide 21 21 14
Perm-Up Insecticide 7 1 14
Lorsban etc. Insecticide 14 14 NR
Delegate, Entrust Insecticide 14 14 14
Assail Insecticide 14 14 7

Walnuts
 This year CM has been a problem in some

orchards.  Trap counts have been high. Luckily
strikes in the nuts so far have been low.  The next
flight spray timing is around the 4th to the 8th  of
August, but with the high trap counts I'm having
sprays put on at the end of July.  

Meetings:  Next Cortez update meeting will be sometime in October.  HAVE A GOOD HARVEST!

The important thing is to make sure you
have a good rate of  Nu-Lure with the insecticide.
There is talk that the bait wears out before the
insecticide so the kill isn't as good.  

     In a study done a few years ago it was found 
every other row with an insecticide and bait gave a 
better Husk Fly kill than spraying the block solid.  

     

Husk fly is again this year very active.
Insecticides to use for Husk Fly are Lorsban etc.,
Asana and other pyrethroids, Malathion, Imidan,
Assail and Delegate.  Delegate is easiest on
predators.

“Only 2 things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity, and 
I’m not sure about the former.” Albert Einstein

“The two most common elements in the universe are 
hydrogen and stupidity”Harlan Ellison

Science Facts:
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Here is a list of some late season materials with their Pre Harvest
Intervals.   Remember harvest is when the 1st shaker hits the tree.

Nutrients
Leaf samples in most cases showed good nutrient

levels.  Most orchards do not need any more Nitrogen.  If
you put some on post harvest remember by October the
tree picks up very little N.  

After harvest is a good time to put on zinc,
potassium and boron.  

Harvest Tips
1. Make the orchard floor as clean as possible.  
2. Make sure your shaker operator is good.
3. Be aware of dust control.  
4. If harvesting next to a road be aware of traffic

safety.  
5. Worker safety is important also.  Make sure your

workers have safety equipment such as eye
protection, dust masks etc.. Make sure you and
your workers are aware of heat and fatigue issues. 

6. Harvest promptly when the nuts are ready.  This
avoids worm damage.

7. Don’t delay harvest to get every last nut.  
8. Get a bag and collect a random sample of nuts,

freeze them and then you have something to check
if your grade comes back worse than you thought it
would be.  

9. If you’re a Blue Diamond grower request a green
card to get a break down of your rejects.


